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Forward Looking Statements

This document includes certain statements that constitute “forward‐looking statements” and “forward-looking information” within

the meaning of applicable securities laws (collectively, “forward‐looking statements”). Forward-looking statements include

statements regarding Altius Minerals Corporation’s (“Altius”) intent, or the beliefs or current expectations of Altius’ officers and

directors. Such forward-looking statements are typically identified by words such as “believe”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “project”,

“intend”, “expect”, “may”, “will”, “plan”, “should”, “would”, “contemplate”, “possible”, “attempts”, “seeks” and similar expressions.

Forward‐looking statements may relate to future outlook and anticipated events or results.

By their very nature, forward‐looking statements involve numerous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties, both general

and specific, and the risk that predictions and other forward‐looking statements will not prove to be accurate. Do not unduly rely

on forward‐looking statements, as a number of important factors, many of which are beyond Altius’ control, could cause actual

results to differ materially from the estimates and intentions expressed in such forward‐looking statements.

Forward‐looking statements speak only as of the date those statements are made. Except as required by applicable law, Altius

does not assume any obligation to update, or to publicly announce the results of any change to, any forward‐looking statement

contained herein to reflect actual results, future events or developments, changes in assumptions or changes in other factors

affecting the forward‐looking statements.
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Levelized Cost of Energy Comparison

Renewable Transition Continues to Gain Momentum
Inexpensive renewables, demand growth and ESG mandates provide strong tailwinds

EV Battery $ Cost / kWh

$ Cost Parity with Internal Combustion Engine

Electrification trends (e.g. transportation about to shift 

to EV) will cause demand for electricity to grow and 

gain market share relative to other sources of primary 

consumer energy such as fossil fuels 

Lower costs, higher efficiencies and underlying 

demand growth coupled with a surge in ESG 

investment mandates creating a massive tailwind 

for renewable energy investments

Megatrends driving increased electricity demand:

ESG Going Mainstream:

Source: Lazard’s Levelized Cost of Energy Analysis – Version 13.0 (November 2019), 

US SIF Foundation

Within the electricity sector, renewable energy has 

become the cheapest form of new generation

Past the tipping point:
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US Interconnection Applications by Generation Type

Interconnection Queue Provides Leading Indicator of Electricity Future
Record levels of renewables entering grid while fossil fuel electricity sources decline
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“The clean energy transition is starting to accelerate very strongly” 
Fatih Birol, IEA Executive Director (quoted in Feb 10 edition of FT)

Source DOE Wind Technologies Market Reports



• Utility scale battery storage costs have fallen

by 90% since 2010

• Interconnection applications for combined

generation and storage and storage only

projects began to surge in the US during

2019

• Widespread storage adoption allows

renewable energy to gain an increasing

share of the power generation market

relative to traditional “base-load” non-

renewable sources

Falling Storage Costs Will Only Accelerate Growth
The concept of “base-load” is being rapidly redefined
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Significant Capital Available for Construction Ready / PPA Stage Projects
But Difficult for Developers to Access Attractive Sources

The US financing market for operating and construction ready renewable energy projects is very strong:

• Massive amounts of capital available from utilities, pension and sovereign funds, private equity, etc. all 

seeking to build and grow renewable portfolios given contracted revenue streams and low operating 

risks

• Commercial and industrial consumers (Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Amazon, etc) also providing strong 

demand for long-term offtake contracts (PPAs) in order to fulfill their own sustainability mandates and to 

hedge against future power cost increases

• Investment demand driving a low cost of capital for operating and construction stage project finance

• Project developers continue to need more attractive sources and forms of capital however…
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Altius Renewable Royalties is working to fill the development stage financing gap in the 

renewables markets with a non-dilutive and supportive royalty financing structure



ARR Development 

GBR formed and 

begins working on 

business concept 

with Altius

Developed and refined 

renewable royalty structure and 

offering (legal, tax, etc.)

First renewable 

royalty on small 

hydro/solar 

project in VT

GBR acquired by Altius 

(through Altius Renewable 

Royalties)

$30MM royalty investment in Tri 

Global Energy

Silverpeak acquired Canyon Wind 

(TX) from TGE with 1st embedded 

royalty on a TGE project

CIP acquired Woodford Wind 

(IL) from TriGlobal Energy 

with 2nd embedded royalty 

attributable to Altius

$35MM+ royalty investment in 

Apex Clean Energy

2017 2018 20202019
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Silverpeak acquired Flatland 

Solar (TX) from TGE with 3rd

embedded royalty on a TGE 

project



TGE Royalty Investment – First Year Progress

• Renewable energy royalties are being generated ahead of schedule – project sales in first year represent more than half

that required for full royalty vesting threshold - with remainder expected throughout 2020

• First royalty project, Canyon Wind (360 MW – TX), sold in October 2019 to Silverpeak Strategic Partners with operations

expected to begin in Q2 2021

• Woodford Wind (400 MW – IL) sold to Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners in December 2019 with operations expected

to begin in Q4 2021

• Flatland Solar (180 MW – TX) sold to Silverpeak Strategic Partners in March 2020 with operations expected to begin in

Q4 2021

• TGE development pipeline has increased to over 2,300 MW (even after accounting for the 940+ MW in project sales)
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ARR’s Royalty Finance Model Attracts Second Major Developer
US$35MM+ Investment in Apex Clean Energy 

Apex is one of the largest renewable energy developers in the U.S. and has commercialized over 5

gigawatt (GW) of clean energy projects since inception in 2009. Its current portfolio includes

approximately 21 GW (12.5 GW wind, 8.5 GW solar) of development projects. Apex typically vends

these projects to utilities, infrastructure funds and other institutional investors prior to construction.

Overview

• On March 10, 2020, Altius announced that ARR has closed a US$35+ million royalty investment transaction with

Apex Clean Energy (“Apex”)

• ARR’s investment is funding Apex’s development efforts for its current portfolio of projects and also facilitating its

expansion - allowing Apex to ultimately bring more projects to market

• As Apex sells its development projects to final project sponsors ARR receives new royalties until a minimum royalty

vesting threshold is met.

• Once vested by ARR, royalties are “perpetual” and uncapped

Royalty Contract Details

• Option mechanism allows for future US$10 million tranches based upon achieved milestones

• Royalty payment is pre-set as a percentage of gross revenues

• Using current assumptions portfolio is estimated to generate US$3-4 million in new annual royalty revenues
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21 GW
Development Portfolio

1.6 GW 
Projects Transacted 

in 2019

+2.0 GW 
Under Construction

Apex Is One of the Largest Renewable Energy Developers in US 
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ARR Leadership Team

Frank Getman, B.A., M.B.A., J.D. – President and Chief Executive Officer

Frank is a successful entrepreneur and executive with over 25 years of experience in the energy industry. Prior

to his current role at Altius Renewable Royalties, he was the President and CEO of BayCorp Holdings, Ltd., a

diversified merchant energy company, since 1998. Under his leadership, BayCorp developed, owned and

operated various energy companies and assets including, renewable power generation facilities, oil and natural

gas reserves, and other energy-related investments. Previously, he was an attorney with Boston-based law firm

Hale and Dorr LLP. Frank has a joint J.D./M.B.A. degree from Boston College and a Bachelor’s degree in

Political Science from Tufts University.

Earl Ludlow, O.N.L., B.Eng., M.B.A., P. ENG, F.C.A.E. – Chairman

Earl is a recognized expert in the electrical power industry and served as a senior executive throughout the

growth of one of Canada’s most successful utility businesses until retiring in 2017. In a 37 year career with Fortis

Inc. and its subsidiaries, Earl has served as VP Operations for Maritime Electric Company Limited, VP

Operations for Fortis Alberta, SVP for Fortis BC, President and CEO for Fortis Properties Corporation, President

and CEO for Newfoundland Power Inc., EVP, Eastern Canadian & Caribbean Operations for Fortis Inc. and EVP,

Operational Advisor to the President & CEO for Fortis Inc. He has served on the boards of the Canadian

Electricity Association, Maritime Electric Company, Belize Electricity Inc., Caribbean Utilities, and Newfoundland

Power and has chaired the boards of Fortis Ontario and Fortis Turks and Caicos. Earl completed his education at

Memorial University of Newfoundland and later served on its Board of Regents. Earl is a Fellow of the Canadian

Academy of Engineering. In addition, he has received a multitude of awards and distinctions for his ongoing

volunteer and community service leadership work.

Altius Minerals Corporation provides funding as well as public company level accounting 

and governance oversight. Several AMC team members working with ARR management 

on a continuous  basis
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ARR Management Team

Frank Getman, B.A., M.B.A., J.D. – President and Chief Executive Officer

Raymond Faust, B.S., M.S. Eng, M.B.A. - Chief Financial Officer

Ray has more than 20 years of experience in the energy industry. Prior to his current role at Great Bay Renewables, he was the

Chief Operating Officer of BayCorp Holdings, Ltd, a diversified merchant energy company, since 2016. He previously worked for

Waste Management, where he completed the development and financing for a US$500 mm renewable energy-from-waste facility in

the U.K. He has also held roles in finance and M&A at Duke Energy, as a Director at Cambridge Energy Research Associates, and

started his career as an engineer working offshore in the oil and gas industry. Ray has a Masters and Bachelors of Science in

Mechanical Engineering from Yale University and an M.B.A from Dartmouth College.

Joshua Levine, B.A., M.B.A., M.E.M. - Managing Director

Josh has 20 years of experience in energy project development, project finance, economic analysis and environmental permitting.

Prior to his current position at Great Bay Renewables, Josh joined BayCorp Holdings in 2014 after working for the previous six years

with BayCorp partner companies, Energy Management Inc. and American Renewables. Josh was the lead developer on the US$500

mm Gainesville Renewable Energy Center (biomass) and was part of the financing team for the Cape Wind Project (offshore wind).

In addition, he has worked on the development of onshore wind, solar and natural gas generation facilities. Josh received his B.S. in

economics from Connecticut College, his M.B.A. from the Yale University – School of Management and his M.E.M. in policy,

economics and law from the Yale University – School of Forestry and Environmental Studies.

William Rodgers, B.A. – Director

Bill has over 20 years of experience in the electric utility and merchant energy industries. Prior to his current position at Great Bay

Renewables, he joined BayCorp Holdings in 1999, acting over the years as its Power Trader, Director of Marketing, and Director of

Operations. He has also performed a variety of roles in energy sales, project development and project management for BayCorp and

its subsidiaries. Bill managed the marketing and sales of all of the company’s electrical energy production and renewable energy

credits. Previously, Bill worked at Green Mountain Power Corporation in power trading and supply portfolio management. Bill holds a

Bachelor of Arts degree from Middlebury College.
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EV / EBITDA
Net Debt to 

EBITDA

Share Price 

Implied Disc. 

Rate(1)

MCap EV EBITDA (C$ M) as at February 12, 2020

(C$ mm) (C$ mm) FY2019 FY2020 FY2021 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021

Renewable Developers

Boralex Inc $2,967 $6,239 $473 $488 $501 13.2x 12.8x 12.5x 6.9x 6.4%

Brookfield Renewable Partners LP $12,621 $43,903 $2,784 $3,488 $3,798 15.8x 12.6x 11.6x 11.2x 4.8%

Northland Power Inc $6,039 $13,682 $974 $1,249 $1,285 14.0x 11.0x 10.6x 7.8x 6.5%

TransAlta Renewables Inc $4,656 $5,593 $439 $457 $465 12.7x 12.2x 12.0x 2.1x 4.2%

Nextera Energy Inc $175,015 $237,053 $13,321 $14,288 $15,154 17.8x 16.6x 15.6x 4.7x n.a.

Nextera Energy Partners LP $4,718 $15,771 $1,451 $1,705 $1,837 10.9x 9.2x 8.6x 7.6x n.a.

TerraForm Power Inc $6,049 $14,890 $1,004 $1,115 $1,170 14.8x 13.4x 12.7x 8.8x n.a.

Group Average 14.2x 12.5x 11.9x 7.0x 5.5%

Recent Transactions

Pattern Energy Group Inc $3,529 $8,165 $505 $591 $631 16.2x 13.8x 12.9x 9.2x 5.5%

Innergex Renewable Energy Inc $3,785 $8,724 $469 $506 $521 18.6x 17.2x 16.8x 10.5x 7.3%

Group Average 17.4x 15.5x 14.8x 9.8x 6.4%

Renewable Energy Operator Valuations

13
Source: Consensus Estimates, Laurentian Bank Securities. February 13,2020 

(1) National Bank Financial Estimates. January 10, 2020
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• Natural resource royalty companies commonly attract a premium valuation relative to operating companies owing to 

the lower relative risk and greater optionality benefits assigned to the royalty business model

Renewable Energy Royalty Valuation?

Source: (1)Scotiabank (2) Consensus estimates, Laurentian Bank Securities, Company Reports

Market Capitalization and Valuation Multiples 

of Stream and Royalty Co’s Over Time

# of Co’s

EV/EBITDA Multiples for Operators Versus Royalty Co’s



Thank You
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PRODUCING ROYALTIES

DEVELOPMENT ROYALTIES

PROJECT GENERATION PROJECT

RENEWABLE ENERGY

PORTFOLIO

CONTACT

INFORMATION

Flora Wood

Director, Investor Relations

Phone: (416)346-9020  

Email: Flora@altiusminerals.com


